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CLEAR COATS AND PRIMERS

Ilpa Adesivi is a leading player in the production of mastics for the stone 

industry. The goal of this family-run business established in the early 80’s 

in Bari (Italy) was to provide a concrete support for companies dedicated 

to processing marble. This led to the creation of                   mastic, which is 

now synonymous with quality and excellence. The company’s focus on the future 

and in-depth research has allowed it to concentrate on new market sectors over the 

years. Today, Ilpa Adesivi is a solid reference point for importers, retailers and agents 

operating in the sectors of marble processing, automobile bodywork and boats.

The company manufactures specialized products intended for use by both professionals 

and the DIY market.

Ilpa Adesivi knows the value of social responsibility and has introduced a new product 

line with a low impact on the environment:                                .

The company has decided to invest in research and technology in order to constantly 

ensure 100% customer satisfaction and the highest level of personalization of the 

finished product. Our products can be found in over 50 countries world-wide.

Our priority is to have the best suppliers on the market: they are our partners and 

accompany us as we grow. Ilpa Adesivi’s quality is certified: an additional guarantee 

for our clientele.

Innovation · Research
Production of Glues and Putties

Suppliers and Quality
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CLEARS AND PRIMERS
The high profile range is the production of the acrylics, all two-components 
of a very high quality, formulated with the best resins available on the 
market, as a result of an accurate research and continuous testing. Clear 
coats have overcome several lab tests against the yellowing effect and are 
available in two types: special clear coat anti scratch and low voc clear 
coat, suitable for finishing works on any metal surface. Then the primers, 
acrylic based, both nitro and polyester, perfect for filling, isolating, anti-
rust, always low voc, are the best tool for painting any metal surface.
Furthermore, we have introduced our MAX MATT ACRYLIC CLEAR COAT, 
a premium high range product, designed to a particularly high target and 
for prestigious cars.

MAX two-components 
acrylic clear coat-matt

WITH HARDENER

Polyurethane two-component 
acrylic paint, solvent based, for 
clear and matt finishing works with 
the possibility of eliminating the 
dirt tracks which appear during 
application. Its formulation meets the 
maximum content of volatile organic 
provided by the DL 161 of 27/03/2006 
and the relevant European Directive 
1004/42/CE e) special finishes 840 
g/l. High resistance to weathering 
and excellent abrasion resistance. 
Particularly suitable for all vehicles, 
cars and motorcycles with a matt 
finish; it can also be applied on rigid 
plastic with no additives. It produces 
a perfectly clear film which is uniform 
and nice looking.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8200/MO MAX Lt. 1 Bottle 9
 K8111/MO Hardener Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
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MAX Clear Acrylic Coat MAX Clear Acrylic Coat

MAX Nitro PrimerMAX Polyester Filler

LOW VOC SPECIAL ANTI SCRATCH

LOW VOC

Max acrylic clear 2K low Voc is a two components high thickness clear paint, suitable 
for any metal surfaces finishing works. This compound matches the maximum 
contents of organic volatile solvents as per the D.L. 161 dated 27/03/2006 and 
European Directive 1004/42/CE: d) finiture 420 g/l:
Specific for pastel, metallized and pearly base of any brand, compatible with water 
systems. Excellent features of brilliance, expansion, large versatility as for drying 
speed according to the type of hardener which has been used (slow, standard, fast, 
express),strong resistance to the atmospheric agents and a very good resistance to 
the yellowing.

It’s a two components high thickness clear paint, suitable for any metal surfaces 
finishing works. Specific for pastel, metallized and pearly base of any brand, 
compatible with water systems. Excellent features of brilliance, expansion, drying 
speed, a strong resistance to the atmospherical agents and a very good resistance 
to the yellowing.

Max Nitro is a one component primer based on cellulose nitrate and alchedic resins 
with fast drying. It’s formulated for all types of car body works (total and partial paint, 
touch ups) applicable on putties, nude sheets, new sheets, old paintings, zinc sheets.
Thanks to the high solid contents, Max Nitro can be used as an isolating or filling 
primer according to the percentage of dilution; it has a high covering power, easy 
application, fast drying and excellent sanding.

Max Polyester filler, 2 components, formulated according to the D.L. 161 dated 
27/03/2006 and European Directive 1004/42/CE in order to reduce the presence of 
Volatile Organic Contents in the atmosphere. It can be used both for total or partial 
remake of industrial vehicles and cars. Max Polyester Filler has a perfect stretching, 
excellent adhesion on several surfaces; very good antirust features; Max polyester filler 
can be sprayed both as a filling primer or as a filling isolator, it allows high thickness 
even with just one coat and finds best application to isolate the surfaces to be painted 
in order to have a better finish of those sheets which have been already filled with putty. 
It can be applied on polyester putties, fiberglass, gel coat, epoxy primers and fillers.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8200/MBV MAX Lt. 1 Bottle 9
 8201/MBV MAX Lt. 5 Can 3

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8200/M9 MAX Lt. 1 Bottle 9
 8201/M MAX Lt. 5 Can 3

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8261/M MAX Lt. 1 Tin 12

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8300/M MAX Lt. 0,75 Tin 12
 8302 MAX Lt. 3 Tin 4

MAX Hardener MAX Hardener for acrylic clear coat
FOR ACRYLIC CLEAR COAT LOW VOC ANTI SCRATCH

The hardener for Polyurethane 2K Acrylic Clear Coat Low Voc is a specific hardener for a two components acrylic 
clear coat, suitable for any metal surface finishing. If used with Max acrylic clear coat it matches the maximum 
volatile organic contents according to D.L. 161 dated 27/03/2006 and European Directive 1004/42/CE: d) finiture 
420 g/l. the contents of aliphatic isocyanate gives the product high resistance to the atmospheric agents. The very 
selected mix of solvents grant a gradual drying up and a very good dilation.
Max hardener can be used with Max acrylic clear coat in the ratio of 1:2. the two items must be mixed just before 
their use. Thanks to the contents of aliphatic isocyanate Max acrylic hardener has a very high resistance to yellowing, 
but because of its nature, it fears the humidity; it is advised to use driers during application.
Available in the following types: slow, standard, fast, express.

Hardener for polyurethane acrylic enamels and acrylic two-layers enamels. Non yellowing, it has a good absorption 
of the application fumes.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8111/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Standard Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8123/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Standard Lt. 2,500 Can 3
 8112/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Slow Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8124/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Slow Lt. 2,500 Can 3
 8113/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Fast Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8125/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Fast Lt. 2,500 Can 3
 8114/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Express Lt. 0,500 Tin 9
 8126/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Express Lt. 2,500 Can 3

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8111/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Standard Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8123/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Standard Lt. 2,500 Can 3
 8112/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Slow Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8124/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Slow Lt. 2,500 Can 3
 8113/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Fast Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8125/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Fast Lt. 2,500 Can 3
 8114/M6 MAX Cat. Acr. BV Express Lt. 0,500 Tin 9
 8126/MBV MAX Cat. Acr. BV Express Lt. 2,500 Can 3
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MAX Acrylic polyurethane 2K Primer
LOW VOC
Acrylic polyurethane 2K Primer LOW VOC, solvent base. This compound matches the 
maximum contents of organic volatile solvents as per the D.L. 161 dated 27/03/2006 
and European Directive 1004/42/CE: c) primer 540 g/l.
Max acrylic primer Low Voc is suitable for all body works (total and partial paintings, 
touch ups), applicable on putties, epoxy and polyester fillers, nude sheets, new and 
old paintings, zinc sheets.
By changing the percentage of dilution it may be used as an isolating or filling primer; 
it has a high covering power, easy application and very good sanding.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8251/M MAX Lt. 1 Tin 6
 Hardener MAX Lt. 0,200 Tin 6

MAX Acrylic Hardener
UNIVERSAL

Universal hardener for polyurethane acrylic enamels and acrylic paints for double coats. It doesn’t turn yellow, it has 
a very good absorption of the application’ fumes.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8151/M MAX Cat. Univ. Acr. Standard Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8152/M MAX Cat. Univ. Acr. Slow Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9
 8153/M MAX Cat. Univ. Acr. Fast Lt. 0,500 Bottle 9

Available colours: White, Grey, Black, Yellow, Dark grey, Red

9
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BODY FILLERS
The versatility of the production of metal fillers, from the traditional 
standard putty to the innovative EASY30, with excellent sanding features 
on all types of metal sheets, is able to carry out every car body refinishing 
jobs but also meeting any industrial car body and first plant’s need. 
All fillers are supplied with a proper hardener pot or tube.

SIDERPLAST CAP 80
TWO-COMPONENT METAL FILLER

The two-component body filler Siderplast CAP80 is a new formulation from the ILPA 
ADESIVI. The exceptional softness and extraordinary creaminess allow a simple 
and flawless application of the product, while the rapid drying speeds up production 
rates. The techical features of the product are excellent such as: the high adhesive 
strength allows the use onto bare metal sheets, new metal and new galvanized 
sheets; good elasticity and excellent sanding guarantee the final result. 
Siderplast CAP80 has a neutral color (light gray) and then you can paint directly with 
any type of product, mono-or two-component.
Available in two colors: white and yellow.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9802 SIDERPLAST CAP80 Kg. 0,250 Tin 9
 9805 SIDERPLAST CAP80 Kg. 0,500 Small Pan 12
 9812/P SIDERPLAST CAP80 Kg. 1,200 Pan 6
 9820 SIDERPLAST CAP80 Kg. 2 Large Pan 6
 

SIDERPLAST EASY 30
TOP SANDING BODY FILLER

Siderplast EASY30 is a two-component car body filler, a new formulation that meets 
the requirements of sanding and maximum grip, keeping a low specific weight. 
Softness, fast drying and a very high sanding allow a simple and perfect application, 
speeding up production rates. The high adhesive strength allows the use on bare metal 
sheet, both new and galvanized sheets. The low specific gravity, high thixotropy and 
excellent sanding properties allow to perform the repairs, even of large size, with a 
minimum quantity of product, ensuring a high yield. 
The car body filler Siderplast EASY30 is lightweight and can be used where it is 
necessary to maintain unchanged the weight of the substrate: glass-resin, wood, etc..

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 10012 SIDERPLAST EASY30 Kg. 1,200 Pan 6
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SIDERPLAST Standard

SIDERPLAST Sid 40

SIDERPLAST Alluminium paste

SIDERPLAST Standard is a 2 components putty for metal used for car body works 
with very good results, and also for all works where a metallic surface has to be 
restored for painting. 
SIDERPLAST Standard is manufactured with polyester resins of excellent quality, 
added with mineral charges selected for their pureness and granulometry.
Such a compound guarantees a very good adhesiveness of the product to the treated 
metal sheets and gives them a good flexibility which, in any case, does not cause the 
detaching of the putty. After hardening, SIDERPLAST Standard may be treated by 
abrasive paper for making it smooth and ready for painting.

SIDERPLAST Sid 40 it’s a specific 2 components polyester putty suitable for filling 
any metal sheets with the peculiarity of an easy sanding and a perfect adherence 
to the metal support; SIDERPLAST Sid 40 is manufactured with polyester resins 
of excellent quality, added with mineral charges selected for their pureness and 
granulometry.
Such a compound guarantees a very good adhesiveness of the product to the treated 
metal sheets and gives them a good flexibility which, in any case, does not cause 
the detaching of the putty. After hardening, SIDERPLAST Sid 40 may be treated by 
abrasive paper for making it smooth and ready for painting.

SIDERPLAST Aluminium it’s a specific 2 components polyester putty for metal 
sheets containing aluminium paste, it’s a basically tenacious and resistant product 
but extremely spreadable with an easy sanding.
Its main application is on aluminium bodyworks and for the reconstruction of missing 
parts. Thanks to its innovative formula this putty can be perfectly threaded, drilled 
and it’s also used to replace some welding.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9002 SIDERPLAST Standard Kg. 0,250 Tin 9
 9005 SIDERPLAST Standard Kg. 0,500 Small Pan 12
 9001 SIDERPLAST Standard Kg. 1 Tamburello 12
 9013/P SIDERPLAST Standard Kg. 1,350 Pan 6

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9102 SIDERPLAST Sid 40 Kg. 0,250 Can 9
 9105 SIDERPLAST Sid 40 Kg. 0,500 Small Pan 12
 9101 SIDERPLAST Sid 40 Kg. 1 Tamburello 12
 9112/P SIDERPLAST Sid 40 Kg. 1,200 Pan 6
 9120 SIDERPLAST Sid 40 Kg. 2 Large Pan 6

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9402 SIDERPLAST 
  Alluminium in paste Kg. 0,250 Tin 9
 9401 SIDERPLAST 
  Alluminium in paste Kg. 1 Tamburello 12

SIDERPLAST Fibreglass

MAX Nitro Putty

SIDERPLAST Fibreglass it’s a specific 2 components putty based on selected 
polyester resins added with a mixture of high quality fibreglass which make this putty 
particularly suitable for those works of thick filling and to rebuild various missing 
parts in the car body; it can also be used with good results in the filling of fibreglass 
parts (tanks, boats and plastic bumpers).

Siderplast nitro is a one component putty based on cellulose nitrate and alchedic 
resins with fast drying. Formulated for all types of car body works, applicable with 
a spatula, provided with a good adhesion and excellent sanding; it may be painted 
directly with any types of product. Applicable both on nude and zinc sheets. 
Siderplast nitro putty has a very good adherence on different metal substrates: iron, 
steel and zinc sheets. It remains unchanged by contact with both acid and basic 
chemical agents and has a good resistance by contact with organic solvents.
In case of application on nude sheets, sand with abrasive paper P80.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9302/9 SIDERPLAST 
  with Fibreglass Kg. 0,200 Tin 9
 9305 SIDERPLAST 
  with Fibreglass Kg. 0,500 Small Pan 12
 9301 SIDERPLAST 
  with Fibreglass Kg. 1 Tamburello 12
 9312/P SIDERPLAST 
  with Fibreglass Kg. 1,250 Pan 6

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9601 MAX Nitro Putty Kg. 1 Pan 12
 9615 MAX Nitro Putty Kg. 1,5 Pan 6
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SPECIALITIES
Our research lab is constantly creating some “specialties” to meet very 
specific requirements. 

Our CERAMIC FILLER has been developed for repairing wind turbine 
blades. The speed at which the blades rotate, the height and the extreme 
weather conditions the wind turbines are subjected to, require constant 
maintenance with high performance products. For such reason we created 
a very specific filler, which has passed the difficult tests, without detaching 
and without decay. 

The HEADLIGHTS Renovator Kit meets the needs of do-it-yourself car 
maintenance. With an excellent price - quality ratio this kit that contains 
the necessary to bring your car’s headlights into a new life, extremely easy 
to use with a professional results.

BLU body filler, unique on the market without styrene and odorless, with 
maximum versatility and strong grip on any surface.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 9001/BLU BLU Kg. 1 Can 6

BLU Filler
WITHOUT STYRENE

Two components filler based on acrylic and methacrylate high boiling points and 
unsaturated polyester resins with a fast drying.
The styrene free BLU BODY filler matches the maximum COV contents as per D.L. 
161 of 27/03/2006 and the relevant European Directory 1004/42/CE (max 250 g/l), 
staying further more lower then the allowed range of limits (BLU 31 g/l ASTM 2369); 
it does not contain toxic solvents to the health.

MAX New Light
Specific product for the repair of all scratched polycarbonate materials and/or 
worn and yellowed by time: headlamps, portholes, synthetic glass, etc.. Restore 
the original film of polycarbonate cap giving a high UV protection without altering 
the mechanical strength. MAX - NEW LIGHT has a high strength and adhesion to 
plastics such as polycarbonate material allowing a total restoring. The case kit, 
complete with everything you need, allows you to repair the damaged part without 
the need for a special equipment, ideal not only for the do-it-yourself but also for 
the professional use. 

Reusable case kit containing 
Part A - Part B - Part C, and spray container, spatula, abrasive papers 
or “recharge” kit containing Part A - Part B - Part C

RENEWAL KIT FOR HEADLIGHTS



MAINTENANCE FOR  
WIND TURBINE 

SPECIAL 
WIND TURBINE 

MAINTENANCE 

REPAIR

The range of our products is specilized by the excellence of Made in Italy 
quality dedicated to the maintenance of wind turbines. 
A project always in evolution developing new solutions. 

Our two chemical laboratories develop new products for the repair of wind 
turbines suitable for thermal and dynamic high stress. 
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THINNERS
To complete our acrylic products line, three additional item have been 
formulated for a correct dilution of our clear coats and our primers and for 
cleaning and degreasing.

MAX Acrylic Thinner

MAX Antisilicone Thinner

MAX Nitro Thinner

Max Acrylic Thinner is composed of acrylic solvents of a very high pureness and absolutely 
anhydrous; suitable to dilute 2k primers, paints and lacquers. It is used in order to have a 
correct dilution and a perfect laying of the spraying films, avoiding so the appearance of 
disagreeable dotted surfaces and other typical imperfection of unsuited products. Technical 
features: max acrylic thinner, if properly used, can grant a matchless brightness; we 
suggest to use it in a proportion of about 5-10%, with all the acrylic 2k products. Available in 
different speeds like slow, standard and fast in order to satisfy all different working needs.

Anti-Silicone Thinner, suitable for washing, cleaning and degreasing any car body parts 
polluted by silicone.

Nitro Thinner suitable for the dilution of the underbody.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 1023/M MAX Acrylic Thinner  Lt. 1 Bottle 12
  Normal 
 1023/ML MAX Acrylic Thinner  Lt. 1 Bottle 12
  Slow 
 1023/MR MAX Acrylic Thinner  Lt. 1 Bottle 12
  Fast 
 1024/M MAX Acrylic Thinner  Lt. 5 Can 4
  Normal 
 1024/ML MAX Acrylic Thinner  Lt. 5 Can 4
  Slow 

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 1031/M MAX Antisilicone  Lt. 0,750 Bottle 12
  Thinner 
 1032/M MAX Antisilicone 
  Thinner Lt. 5 Can 4

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 1051/M MAX Nitro  Lt. 1 Bottle 12
  Thinner 
 1055/M MAX Nitro 
  Thinner Lt. 5 Can 4
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POLISHERS
In order to complete our ILPA car’s range of products we also manufacture, 
both for professional and domestic users, a series of detergents, polishers, 
renovators and protective compounds which help to restore and keep as 
long as possible the shining and the colour of the car body.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8350 VELVET Polishing abrasive paste Lt. 0,200 Tin 9
 8351 VELVET Polishing abrasive paste Lt. 0,500 Tin 12
 8352 VELVET Polishing abrasive paste Lt. 1,000 Tin 12
 8353 VELVET Polishing abrasive paste Lt. 2,000 Can 4
 8350/G VELVET Polishing abrasive paste Lt. 0,200 Tin 9
  Coarse Grain
 8351/G VELVET Polishing abrasive paste Lt. 0,500 Tin 12
  Coarse Grain

VELVET Abrasive paste

Velvet abrasive paste is a product made by synthetic waxes and metallic oxides. It is 
the ideal product for removing small scratches and stains from all types of car body 
paints even oxidized paints. It does not contain silicones or asbestos. Suitable to 
improve any opacity of the painted car body or to finish the car before delivery; also 
useful in the “do it yourself” job thanks to an easy application and brilliant results. 
Available also with coarse grain for deeper scratches.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8350/Q VELVET Water Polishing Lt. 0,200 Tin 18
  abrasive paste
 8351/Q VELVET Water Polishing Lt. 0,500 Tin 12
  abrasive paste

VELVET Abrasive paste
WATER BASED POLISHING

Velvet water based abrasive paste is a product made by emulsion waxes and metallic 
oxides. It is the ideal product for removing small scratches and stains from all types 
of car body paints even oxidized paints. It does not contain neither solvents and 
silicones nor asbestos. Suitable to improve any opacity of the painted car body or to 
finish the car before delivery; also useful in the “do it yourself” job thanks to an easy 
application and brilliant results.

polish
ers
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MAX Polish

MAX Cream for Car

GLOSS

MAX POLISH is an emulsion of very fine selected and stabilized waxes mixed in 
water. The composition has been studied in order to grant the best results both for 
the professional user and the “do it yourself” market. MAX POLISH aims at giving a 
matchless polish on any type of paints; the application both on old and new paints 
brings to the same extraordinary result. Easy to apply, MAX Polish protects the 
car body from atmospheric agents and smog while carrying on a good waterproof 
function too. The abrasive version is also available.

Max cream for car is made of selected waxes, and it is capable of providing protection 
and brightness to the surfaces to which it is applied. Being free from abrasive agents, 
MAX cream does not scratch the surfaces. MAX cream is water-based and it is free 
from solvents. For this reason it has no smell neither upon the container opening, nor 
during application. The containers are to be kept in a cool place. They are guaranteed 
for one year starting from the production date mentioned under each container.

GLOSS is a renovator for plastic parts, regenerator for bumpers, bands, outside car’s 
mirrors.
It restores the original color and protects the treated parts from smog, water, dust 
and saltiness. It can also be used on bikes trunks, rafts and suitcases.
Apply equally with a sponge over the clean surface to be treated, avoid any bubbles 
while applying the product; within a few hours, the Gloss makes a thin film that 
restores the original look of any plastic parts after been scratched or spoiled by the 
time and the use.
Available in the colors: neutral and black, does not contain silicones.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8762/M MAX Water Lt. 0,200 Bottle 24
  polish 
 8761/M MAX Water  Lt. 1,000 Bottle 12
  polish 

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8751 MAX Water based  Lt. 0,250 Tin 6
  cream with sponge
 8753 MAX Water based  Lt. 0,750 Tin 12
  cream 

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8452 GLOSS Renewer for Lt. 0,200 Bottle 24
  plastic parts neutral
 8452/N GLOSS Renewer for Lt. 0,200 Bottle 24
  plastic parts black
 8451 GLOSS Renewer for Lt. 0,750 Bottle 12
  plastic parts neutral
 8451/N GLOSS Renewer for Lt. 0,750 Bottle 12
  plastic parts black
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RESINS
The resins used for repairing the car body are polyester based provided 
with liquid hardener, or supplied in a kit along with the fiberglass tissue 
suitable to rebuild some parts of the car body.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  

 8000 MAX Vetrokit Lt. 0,800 6
  Kit for repairs 
  with fibreglass

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8000/2 SK200 Gr. 200 1 15

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 5138 BD22 Polyester Resin Kg. 0,800 Bottle 12
 5131 BD22 Polyester Resin Kg. 1 Bottle 12
 5135 BD22 Polyester Resin Kg. 5 Can 4
 5140 BD22 Polyester Resin Kg. 10 Can 1
 5142 BD22 Polyester Resin Kg. 20 Can 1

MAX Vetrokitt

SK200

BD 22

Vetrokitt is a complete kit for the reconstruction of missing parts in plastic, fibreglass or 
metal. The Vetrokitt includes a bottle of polyester resin and its hardener, the fibreglass 
net, a brush, the abrasive paper, a plastic pot and protective gloves. No other materials 
or tools are needed for the application; the easy application makes it suitable for both 
domestic and professional use.

Consisting of: polyester resin, hardener in paste, fiberglass cloth, mixing cup.
With SK200 one can fix any minor damage and easily fill gaps in fiberglass. SK200 
small size pack with 200 gr. of resin avoids any costly waste of the product, even 
allowing non-expert users to work indipendently.

Polyester based clear resin, for metal, plastic and fiberglass. Colorless and stable 
with the light, suitable for gluing and repairing of damaged or incomplete parts; it 
can also be used for the application of fiberglass net; Always use along with liquid 
hardener in the ratio of 3%.
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ENAMELS AND SEALANTS
The scratchproof enamels, in different colors, matt and shine finish, the red 
chassis, the sealants for metal, by brush, the underbody, black, grey and 
white, all these items show high quality features, as a result of constant 
technological research and several tests carried out in laboratories and 
car repair workshops.  Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8701 MAX Matt Black for rims Lt. 0,750 Tin 12
 8702 MAX Shine Black for rims Lt. 0,750 Tin 12
 8703 MAX Shine white for rims Lt. 0,750 Tin 12
 8705 MAX Aluminium for rims Lt. 0,750 Tin 12
 8731 MAX Matt Black for rims Lt. 3 Can 4
 8735 MAX Aluminium for rims Lt. 3 Can 4
 8734 MAX White for rims Lt. 3 Can 4

MAX Nitro
ACRYLIC ENAMEL

Max is a nitro acrylic enamel brilliant and self-polishing, it doesn’t turn yellowish 
and has a very good resistance to the atmospherical agents. Very brilliant final look 
of the film, scratchproof, suitable for particular paintings and other finishing works 
in the car body industry.

MAX Antigravel

Max antigravel is an overcoatable protective compound, sound deadner, based on 
synthetic resin and high solid; it provides excellent protection against the abrasion 
from gravel with anti-corrosive function, specially suitable for car bodies, side bands, 
interiors, spoilers, trunk compartments. Perfectly overpaintable without any enamel 
absorption; its features are a fast drying process and a perfect adhesion; it also 
protects from humidity and resistant against thermal shocks.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8875/MN MAX Underbody Black Lt. 0,750 Bottle 12
 8875/MG MAX Underbody White Lt. 0,750 Bottle 12
 8875/MG MAX Underbody Grey Lt. 0,750 Bottle 12
 8815/MN MAX Underbody Black Lt. 1,500 Bottle 6
 8815/MB MAX Underbody White Lt. 1,500 Bottle 6
 8815/MG MAX Underbody Grey Lt. 1,500 Bottle 6
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MAX Sealant by Brush

Special thixotropic thick elastic sealer, One-Componet based on synthetic resins, 
high solid, used on different types of materials: metal sheets, aluminium, concrete, 
woods, glass, synthetics. In body works it has specific application in sealings 
subjected to strong vibrations as in the case of space frames, ribs, hoods, fenders, 
front grilles. Perfectly overcoatable without enamel absorption. It dries rapidly (air 
or oven), resistant to heat and atmospheric agents, very elastic, vibration resistant; 
apply by normal bristle brush on clean and dry surfaces.

 Code  Brand Weight  Package  Pcs x Crt

 8901/M MAX High Solid Sealer Kg. 1 Tin 12
  M123 by brush
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Rounded SMOOTH BRUSH
Size 6, for resin impregnation works.

Brushes FOR SEALANT
Flat brush mm 30x15 for metal 
sealant by brush.

Measuring sticks
Metal sticks for volumetric measuring 
of catalyzed products.

Spray Guns FOR UNDERBODY
Professional underbody coating gun in 
nickel-plated aluminium body; 
5 mm diameter nozzle, 
adjustable nozzle for spraying 
in different grains.

Fiberglass Wool
Suitable for repairs on fibreglass surfaces, 
ideal for “do it yourself” works, packages kg 
0,140, kg 1 and entire rolls.

 Code  DESCRIPTION Package Pcs x Crt
 

 LANA/PG Fiberglass Wool Kg. 1 pc 6
 LANA/PP Fiberglass Wool Kg. 0,140 pc 12
 LANA/R Fiberglass Wool Kg. 1
 S56803 Rounded smooth brush pc 12
 1005 Brush for sealant pc 12
 Aste Measuring sticks pc 1
 Aerografo Spray guns pc 1
 10132  Papers adhes. tape branded ILPA 18/50 x piece 48 pz
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